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Rare earths light homes and superdomes, freeway signs and cigarettes. They play multiple roles in phones,
computers, windmills and cars. They ease the pain of cancers in the bone, and they're sometimes the treatment
itself. They can betray infinitesimal clots in the smallest arteries, and, as independent of morality as Prometheus'
flame, guide Hellfire missiles to their ultimate, deadly end.

Their value isn't in their beauty (though they can be pretty enough as faux gemstones) or in their scarcity
(they're anything but rare). Their value is in their cultural necessity. Could we live an hour without them? If you
ignore their magic for a moment, they become mere commodities - mined, refined, sold and shipped. That's the
first problem with rare earths. The second? China supplies more than 97 percent of the global market.

There are 17 metals as critical to the Age of Technology as cement and steel were to the Age of Industry. These
rare earths can be found on every continent, yet over the past few decades, China has become the world's nearly
sole producer and supplier. In 2010, the world finally realized how much rare earths had invaded everyday
living, how important they had become to national defense - and just how political the tenuous supply line from
China had become.

On Sept. 10 that year, a 15-man fishing trawler from China ventured into the disputed waters off the Senkaku
Islands (Diaoyu to the Chinese), uninhabited knobs of land in the East China Sea claimed by both nations. The
Japanese Coast Guard responded to the incursion and tried to shoo off the vessel. But instead of leaving, the
trawler rammed two of the patrol boats.

Japanese sailors arrested the skipper and his crew, sparking a politically tense standoff between the two nations
- and inciting nationalistic riots throughout China that continue today. Four days later, Japan released the
crewmen, but retained their skipper.

After another week, Japan's shipments of rare earths from China strangely dried up. Though China denied any
purposeful bottleneck of these metallic oxides so essential to Japan's high-tech manufacturing, the perception of
a political embargo sent a wave of urgency across the globe. With that six-week-long supply disruption, it was
understood just how complete and volatile China's control of the world's rare-earth supply line had become.

Two days into the supply stoppage, Japan released the skipper. Were officials convinced he meant no malice or
was it a concession to the Chinese in order to get the rare earths flowing again toward Japan's factories?

It wasn't long before the United States, which had been dependent on China for 90 percent of its rare earths,
reacted. About two weeks after the supply disruption, the Center for Strategic International Studies, a
Washington think tank, offered a plan of action in case a similar supply block affected U.S. manufacturers.
Shortly after that, the U.S. Geological Survey published its first-ever estimate of domestic rare-earth deposits.
Before the end of the year, America's only rare-earth mine, which had been shuttered for a decade, bogged
down in environmental red tape, received the permits it needed and reopened.

The four months following the purported embargo saw a whirlwind of American political reaction to the sudden
realization of China's near-monopoly of rare earths. Was China disrupting the flow of rare earths to show the



Rare earth economy

How can something so pervasive, so much a part of modern life - integral to flat-screen entertainment, Internet
dating, warfare and espionage - be controlled by a single nation? Cheap labor, a glut from illegal mining
operations and lax or nonexistent environmental controls allowed China to slash expenses and sell low, killing
off most of the competition long before the Senkaku incident.

In fact, China had so monopolized the market that the confrontation was little more than a confirmation of the
industrial world's rare-earth vulnerability: There was no panic like the one that followed the 1973-74 OPEC oil
embargo, just a collective gasp.

The apparent barrage of the post-embargo studies wasn't a hurried, worried response to panic but the
coincidental fruition of projects long in motion.

After decades of production, China's big gains in the rare-earth industry were made in the 1990s on the heels of
Premier Deng Xiaoping's famous 1992 proclamation: "There is oil in the Middle East, but there is rare earth in
China." Of an estimated global production of 133,600 tons of rare-earth oxides in 2010 and again in 2011,
China produced 130,000. The remaining 2.3 percent was supplied by India, Brazil and Malaysia.

"It was a surprise to everybody, of course," said Jack Lifton, speaking of the disruption. Lifton is a former
chemical engineer and now, with 50 years of globe-trotting from mine to manufacturing plant, a leading
authority and investment consultant on rare earths and other strategic metals.

Lifton's view of the incident doesn't fit neatly with the accepted geopolitical mythos. "It didn't seem to affect the
actual users. I was in Japan at the time, and no Japanese company would confess they had a problem."
Deliveries of rare earths may have been late, but he questioned whether China was sending a message.

"Why was no one panicked?" he asked. "Because they had inventories - a huge amount of illegal material. The
official stuff you hear (about the supply disruption) is not based on reality. It's political theater." That official
stuff is summed up in a 2012 study by the Congressional Research Service that serves as a blueprint for future
production and U.S. independence.

As predicted by the CSIS, the export drop has been precipitous. In 2006 China produced 119,000 tons of rare
earths and exported 61,560 tons. By 2011, production remained about level but exports had fallen to 18,600
tons, and this year's quota is on target to hit a mere 13,300 tons. In March, exasperated with the effects of the
Chinese near-monopoly, the Obama administration made a request to the World Trade Organization for formal
consultations with China, a preliminary step in filing an international lawsuit for hoarding, an illegal trade
practice. The European Union and Japan joined the United States in the request.

The supply problem, however, as seen by Lifton, is not so much a politically motivated stoppage as a pragmatic
response to China's very significant problem of pirated rare earths - perhaps 40 percent of their total production.
"The Chinese are trying to figure out how much of their trade is illegal. This is about lost export taxes, and it's
infuriating them."

If the Chinese government shuts down illegal operations, it cuts the global supply. Rare earths are so easily
extracted in southern China deposits, according to the USGS, that you just need a front-loader, a dump truck
and acid to separate the minerals.



mining operations as only one component of its restriction of rare earths moving into the global market, a
condition aggravated by China's business practices of reduced production quotas, decreased export quotas and
resulting price increases, and also increased export taxes of up to 25 percent. The supply is further imperiled by
an officially nationalized mine-to-magnet strategy in which China plans to use its rare earths for its own
manufacturing of wind turbines, consumer electronics and magnets rather than exporting them as before. In
response, the U.S. course seems set: expansion of nearly nonexistent domestic rare-earth production in our own
mine-to-magnet strategy as outlined by the CRS. The docket of the 112th Congress includes 10 rare-earth-
related bills that deal with establishing a domestic supply chain, education and training, national security and
new mines. Core mission: critical mineral stockpiling for the military and reviewing an inventory of public
lands that have been withdrawn from mineral exploration but which could yield highly prized rare-earth ores.

The future

Demand for the eccentric capabilities of rare earths has grown exponentially - the hybrid car market alone
multiplied its use 38-fold between 2000 and 2008. And overall demand is expected to grow 50 percent from
2010 to 2015, with demand possibly exceeding supply by 2014.

The world has responded to the demand for rare earths and the political idiosyncrasies of supply. America's
historic, resurrected Mountain Pass mine in San Bernardino County isn't the only rare-earth mine to enter or re-
enter the global supply ring. China, the United States, Japan, India and other nations have at least six new mines
in the works, though they may not produce until 2015-20.

The start key has not yet been turned at a massive new rare-earth processing plant in Malaysia, the largest in the
world outside of China. The project has stirred immense controversy over possible radiation contamination.
Although a recent study by the U.N.'s International Atomic Energy Agency found the plant clearly safe,
opposition to the facility remains strong, with opponents claiming it would produce as much as 50 tons of
radioactive thorium annually. Expected to be fully operational last month, it remains in only startup mode.

Rare-earth exploration is occurring in the Arctic regions as well. The global melt-off has uncovered deposits in
Greenland, and the proposed Kvanefjeld mine there is optimistically expected to produce 37,000 metric tons of
rare earths as early as 2016. China, very interested in the cold north deposits, is lobbying for permanent
observer status on the policy-developing Arctic Council while making overtures to Greenland.

New supplies of rare earths will feed an industry that continually finds new applications for the oxides and pure
metals. Among their future applications are magnetic refrigeration, high-temperature superconductors and the
storage and transport of hydrogen in a post-hydrocarbon economy.

But will even greater advances in technology replace rare earths? Will a new heyday of exploration be as short-
lived as the gold rushes of the 19th century?

There certainly will be a day when nanoscale engineering replaces some of their uses, reducing the world's
dependence and subsequent demand. Japan's QuesTek Innovations has already sunk big money into research
and development of atom-by-atom alloy engineering that will replace some critical rare earths, and
NovaTorque, also in Japan, is working on rare-earth-free electric motors. Toyota claims to have developed a
hybrid car system that doesn't use rare earths. Also, recycling of rare-earth metals and oxides may be on the
verge of profitability, and both Honda and Hitachi are exploring the field. Ames Laboratory, part of the U.S.
Department of Energy, announced late last month that it had made a major step in rare-earth recycling by
efficiently removing rare earths from scrap.



guarantee the unrestricted supply of rare earths for this Age of Technology? In the near term, China's still
holding most of the cards, and rare earths will remain in demand. In the words of Jack Lifton, "Ain't nobody
going backward." The United States must diversify its supply lines and is doing so, but to move ahead will also
require, at the very least, cooperation among nations.


